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Thin Brick · Installs Anywhere · Changes Everything

Adding thin brick to your home doesn’t have to be a major undertaking. We’ve got
all the steps to get you started — and the best part? You can do it on your own!
Ask a General Shale representative for details today!
generalshale.com | 704-599-2877
10800 Reames Road, Charlotte, NC 28269

Thin Brick Flat and Corner Pieces

1700
CUSTOMIZE YOUR COLLECTION

$

AND UNLOCK REBATES UP TO

VIA A VISA® PREPAID CARD BY MAIL WHEN YOU PURCHASE
SELECT KITCHENAID BRAND APPLIANCES
July 12 – December 31, 2020

MATTHEWS
9405 E. INDEPENDENCE BLVD
704-708-4223

PINEVILLE
11523-D CAROLINA PLACE PKWY
704-527-5510

CHARLOTTE
5431 MONROE RD.
704-568-7600

HUNTERSVILLE
9715 A SAM FURR RD
704-896-9626

THE MARK
SOUTH END
C H A R LOT T E, N C 28203

The Mark Southend is conveniently
located in the heart of SouthEnd Charlotte
at the corner of Hawkins Street and Rampart
Court. The Mark Southend is a one-stop
destination for all your design needs.
Whether you’re building, remodeling, or
refreshing your home, The Mark Southend
is the place where you will find tile, hardware
and plumbing fixtures, curated antiques,
custom upholstered furniture, and hand
knotted rugs. The The Mark Southend
offers you unparalleled choices in
exquisite home design and decor.

Bird Decorative Hardware & Bath
All showrooms at The Mark Southend are open during
normal business hours. However, we encourage
you to make appointments so we can manage the
number of clients in each space at one time.

Artisan Rug Gallery

Waterworks available at
Bird Decorative Hardware & Bath

2228 Hawkins Street • 704.344.9955 • birdwardware.com

Acquisitions

Artisan RugRug
GalleryGallery
Artisan

Foster W. O’Brien Photography

Acquisitions

2212 Hawkins Street • 704.334.2478 • acquisitionsinteriors.com

Foster W. O’Brien Photography

2204 Hawkins Street • 980-938-8786 • artisanruggallery.com
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What draws you to working in encaustics, wax, and other mixed media?

I was drawn to encaustics because of the luminescent qualities beeswax offers
when poured on plexiglass panels in thin layers. Light passes through these
luminescent layers into the space behind the surface of the wax where color can be
applied creating three dimension on a two dimensional work of art.

You operate a zero-waste studio. Can you describe “upcycling” and how that factors into your work?

Among plexiglass, I also use found objects such as old doors and wood scrap and cut them down to size.
Every piece of plexiglass and wax that is cut has a scrap piece left over that gets reused in the next piece of art.
It’s the old saying “one man’s junk is another man’s treasure.”

If you could have coffee with any artist, alive or dead, who would it be and why?

The Father in Heaven is the ultimate artist and where I get my inspiration from daily. He’s actually a good listener.
The trick is to slow down enough to be able to listen to Him. Every artist that ever lived got their inspiration from
Him as well, whether they knew it or not.
What three words would you use to describe your artwork?
Peaceful, serene, and dimensional.

In keeping with the theme of your current exhibition Warm Waters, where would you travel if you could
go anywhere in the world?
I’m an island junkie! Anywhere island. They afford a different pallet on the horizon every sunset.
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In The Waters Above, 58 x 48

Maritime Exodus I & II, 42 x 38

www.anneneilsonfineart.com
532 Governor Morrison Street ∙ Charlotte, North Carolina ∙ info@anneneilsonfineart.com ∙ 704.496.9181
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AS LUCK WOULD HAVE IT
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LEFT: EMILY FOLLOWILL; RIGHT: LAURA SUMRAK.
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From the editor

On the Cover:
Starting with the kitchen
and moving outward,
designer Meredith
Beregovski transforms
one family’s home with
bright pops of color
against soft and subtle
hues (page 60).

Ashley Hotham Cox
Editor in Chief
@ashleyhcox on Instagram
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PORTRAIT: CHRIS EDWARDS; ON THE COVER: LAURA SUMRAK.

ithout a doubt, this has been the strangest time of our
lives. Between the healthcare crisis, economic fallout,
social unrest, and indefinite school closures, things
could be, for lack of a better word, better. “Stranger
danger” has a whole new meaning these days. (I swear
there’s an upside to this letter.)
With all of the uncertainties facing us, people are yearning for some control.
For me, my bathroom is my sanctuary and my escape from the day’s demands. I
never took baths until my first child was born; and now, at the end of what feels
like day 3,782 of this new way of life, soaking in a hot bath with a large glass of
J. Lohr cabernet, lights dimmed, and perhaps a little Bon Iver playing in the background is a sure way to get my mind right.
Similarly, the kitchen brings comfort, and we want comfort more than
anything during times like these. If homeschooling is in the foreseeable future,
that island space will definitely be needed for lessons and activities. And with
nowhere to go, families are spending more time than ever together, including
during family meals.
With this in mind, what better time than the present to front-burner those
long-wished-for renovations? While the world has been on pandemic pause,
creative minds have been anything but idle. In our annual Kitchen & Bath Issue,
we’ve rounded up some of the latest and greatest in innovation, craft, and luxury
(page 20). When it comes to the most utilized spaces of the home, kitchen and
bath design checks the essential-business box. In this issue, we’ve highlighted
three local designers who share their most-loved kitchen designs along with
kitchen decorating tips and their dos and don’ts (page 28).
Going beyond and sometimes above the kitchen and bath, we have three
extraordinary whole-homes to share with you. With a penchant for perfection,
designer Traci Zeller always delivers. For one couple who was building a home
from the ground up, Zeller struck the right balance that allowed the calm, neutral
palettes to sing (page 40). Embarking on their first complete project, House of
Nomad’s Kelley Lentini and Berkeley Minkhorst design a family’s dream home
in Quail Hollow (page 50). And starting with the kitchen and moving outward,
designer Meredith Beregovski of Georgia Street Design transforms one family’s
home with bright pops of color against soft and subtle hues (page 60).
Whether it’s indulging in a good read, soaking in the tub, or sitting with your
family around the kitchen island, you can discover small comforts all around.
While there is still much uncertainty lingering, one thing is for sure—beauty is
still here. You just have to choose to look for it.

Frank Smith Residential Design

Excellence in Fine Home Construction, Restoration, and Preservation
Presenting our New Website: GoodwinClassicHomes.com
704-506-7950

@GoodwinClassicHomes
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Explore your interior motives.

SHOP ONLINE • DESIGN ONLINE • 24/7

VIRTUAL
STORE

12 Months
Special Financing *
Complimentary
Design Services
Nationwide
Delivery
Whether you have a passion
for design or you want to create
the perfect retreat,
Good’s Home Furnishings has
something unique
for you and your family. Featuring
stylish Hooker Furniture.

Voted #1
Furniture Store
In South
Charlotte

Famous Luxury Brands • Design Services Available • Special Orders • Custom Fabrics • Locally Owned & Operated

H OO K E R

®

FURNITURE

Voted #1

South Charlotte
Furniture Store
Pineville-Charlotte NC • 11735 Carolina Place Parkway • Phone 704.910.4045 • Mon - Sat 9:30 am - 7 pm Sun noon - 6 pm
Hickory NC • Hickory Furniture Mart • Phone 828.322.3471 • Mon - Sat 9 am - 6 pm Closed Sunday

goodshomefurnishings.com

BRILLIANT DESIGN FOR BEAUTIFUL LIVES
704.241.7072
ANNEBURESH@GMAIL.COM
ANNEBURESH.COM

BLUEHAVEN.COM | 704.889.1300 | 1522 CROSS BEAM DRIVE | CHARLOTTE NC 28217

721
Governor
Morrison
Street
Charlotte, NC
28211
circainteriors.com
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Photography by Christina Hussey.
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While the world has been in neutral gear the past few
months, creative minds are anything but idle. Here’s
a roundup of new discoveries in kitchen and bath
innovation, craft, and luxury. Full steam ahead.
Written by Anne Marie Ashley
Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox

CURVE APPEAL

Known for her tailored and timeless designs
executed with a fresh approach and expert
precision, designer Kara Cox elevates the pretty
to gorgeous. So after working with Thompson
Traders on custom pieces for many of her projects,
it seemed natural for the two to team up to create
a new line of kitchen and bath fixtures. Inspired
by the rounded edges and the soft, feminine vibe
of the vacation home Cox visited in Quintana
Roo, Mexico, the five-piece collection takes on a
unique aesthetic that transcends the everyday.
By softening the often hard, clean lines of typical
wood, stone, and metal fixtures, the hand-crafted
metal pieces in this collection are durable yet
stunning works of art. “Thompson Traders’ custom
capabilities have consistently impressed me and
my clients,” Cox says. “Clients love having a piece
that is exclusive to their home.” ferguson.com
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MADAME
BELSHIRE

There is something about the glamour of
the 1920s golden era that brings out the
Gatsby in all of us. The luxury, the modern
lines, and the glitz of polished materials
can stop anyone in their tracks—which
is why the new Belshire Collection from
DXV is mesmerizing. With modern fixtures
in elegant designs and mixed-material
finishes, the collection exemplifies the Art
Deco style that marks the ultra-luxe period.
Mixing metals becomes an art, and consumers can have their pick. For the personal
shower set and hand shower, tub spout,
trim kits, grid drain, and other accessories,
options include satin brass, platinum nickel,
brushed nickel, and chrome.
birddecorativehardware.com

BETTER DAYS

The new additions to the Studio 13 summer
collection from Renaissance Tile & Bath
revel in the everyday that is life in 2020. The
old patterns that reminded us of home,
the slower pace that allowed time to reflect
on what makes life beautiful, and the
attention to tiny details that catch the eye
are the focus of this collection. Described
as bucolic and undeniably nostalgic,
conveyed through lively and exquisite
pastoral motifs, this collection will become
a timeless treasure of stranger times.
renaissancetileandbath.com

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT: COURTESY OF DXV; COURTESY OF RENAISSANCE TILE & BATH; COURTESY OF THOMPSON TRADERS AT FERGUSON BATH, KITCHEN & LIGHTING GALLERY.

ON THE
HORIZON

F R O M F O R E G R O U N D T O B A C K G R O U N D | P L U M B I N G F I X T U R E : TA R A S I N G L E H O L D FA U C E T I N B R U S H E D D U R A B R A S S # 2 2 5 1 3 8 9 2 | S U R FA C E S : S T U D I O 5 1 3
6 X 6 HONEY & MEZZANOTTE ON OFF WHITE | STUDIO 2 INLINE 3 X 6 SERIES | STUDIO 2 LARGE PICKET FIELD | STUDIO 402 MAGNOLIA BUDS

DISCOVER
LUXURY ARTISAN SURFACES
A N D B AT H F I X T U R E S
F E AT U R I N G O ’ N E I L R U P P E L S U R FA C E S
A N D B E S P O K E FA U C E T RY

VISIT OUR CHARLOTTE SHOWROOM
1029 PROVIDENCE RD., CHARLOTTE, NC 28207
704.372.1575
TILE
&
BATH
AT L A N TA

/ CHARLOTTE

/ CHICAGO

/ DALLAS

R E N A I S S A N C E T I L E A N D B AT H . C O M

/ NASHVILLE
|

/ WASHINGTON DC

ONEILRUPPEL.COM
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UNDER THE
ILLUSION

FULLY
ILLUMINATED

A leader in the design and manufacturing of contemporary
lighting, Sonneman has come up with a 360-degree lighting
system that will change the way you think about form and
function. Renowned for his award-winning designs, Robert
Sonneman continues to push the boundaries of clean lines
and innovative approaches. He now debuts the Purolinear
360—a series of linear tubes, set within the geometry of
surface-mounted cylinder brackets, that rotate individually
to direct illumination in every direction on the axis.
Arranged in a linear pattern or along a single path, the
possibilities are endless. modernlightingdesignstore.com

BACK IN
BLACK
RHODES SHOW

Elevate your bathroom accessories from
ordinary and functional to pretty and
delightful with the Rhodes Collection from
Pigeon and Poodle. High contrast black
marble with white veining is now trimmed in
timeless brass accents, taking it up a notch
for a display-worthy group of accessories.
From wastebasket to toothbrush holder, the
essentials are covered. bedsidemanor.com
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There is a reason the little
black dress never goes out
of style. Black is timeless,
popular, and never over—or
under—done. This is why the
makers at Franz Viegener
have released a satin black
finish in their most popular
designs. In contrast to
traditional powder coating,
this new, rich satin black
is fingerprint-proof, with
an inviting tactile sheen
and true depth of tone.
rjacobsfph.com

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: COURTESY OF NEMO TILE + STONE; COURTESY OF SONNEMAN; COURTESY OF FRANZ VIEGENER; COURTESY OF PIGEON AND POODLE.

Approaching their one-hundred-year
anniversary in 2021, Nemo Tile +
Stone never ceases to bring a fresh
and fun approach to the flooring and
tile industry. The new collection, Reef,
takes the popular hexagon shape and
turns it on its head. With varying colors
and patterned tiles, creations can run
the gamut from simple and pretty solid
colors to optical illusion creations that
delight the eye. nemotile.com

AWARD-WINNING DESIGNS.
HANDCRAFTED BY ARTISANS.
MTI offers award-winning designs, with more than 130 awards
garnered for design excellence and product innovation in the last
two decades. Driven by the philosophy of design with purpose, MTI
products must be beautiful and therapies state-of-the-art.
All products are made in the USA.

The Majestic Bath - majesticbath.com | 704.366.9099 | 621 South Sharon Amity Road | Charlotte, North Carolina 28211
Hughes Kitchen & Bath Collection - hugheshuntersville.com | 704.892.6466 | 16235 Northcross Drive | Huntersville, North Carolina 28078

market

GIVE AND TAKE

In Norse mythology, the god Odin only has one eye. He gave
the other to Mimir in order to be allowed to drink from the
source of wisdom. Brizo has named their newest line after Odin,
which is fitting since the handles can be taken from one and
put on another. It’s the only line which has handles that are sold
separately. As inspired in name, the collection is also inspired by
Scandinavian design with its clean lines and minimalistic approach.
Brizo has designed two faucets, an Arc Spout and a Square Spout,
both equally striking but architecturally different. With a choice of
handles in metal or teak (with a matching finish or custom split
finish) as well as seven options for overall finish ranging from
warm to cool, the possibilities are dizzying. themajesticbath.com

Natural cut onyx is difficult to replicate, but Walker
Zanger’s new collection, Barcelona, nails the aesthetic
with expert precision. The Italian artisanship and
glazing technology produce the look of striking stone
patterns, authentically recreating the appearance of
vein-cut onyx. Available in four colors and three sizes,
the ability to create dramatic natural elements indoors
or out is uniquely yours. harkeytileandstone.com

CUSTOM CUP

A FINE
LINE

The Minimalist Collection
from Monogram was released
with much praise earlier
this year at the Kitchen &
Bath Industry Show, and it’s
not hard to see why. New
ultra-streamlined design and
expertly crafted metals give
way to a contemporary look
with all the function and none
of the fuss. Large-scale glass,
flush installation, LCD screens,
and push-to-open oven
doors eliminate the need for
hardware. To those who gush
over crisp edges, custom fits,
and luxe details, this collection
is the ultimate option.
queencityonline.com

The beauty in GE’s Café is the luxury of customizability with the comfort of
convenience and reliability. For the first time in a long time, Café will include
a small appliance—the Café Specialty Drip Coffee Maker. In keeping with the
brand built on offering distinct appliances with customizable designs, the Café
Specialty Drip Coffee Maker is perfect for those who love to express themselves
through their home appliances. It will be available in three finishes, including
matte white, matte black, and stainless-steel carafes trimmed with bronze
accents—a perfect complement to other appliances in the line. Features
include a voice-to-brew control paired with Alexa or Google, up to ten-cup brew
capacity, default brew profiles, and a delayed start. plazaappliancemart.com
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: COURTESY OF WALKER ZANGER; COURTESY OF BRIZO; COURTESY OF MONOGRAM; COURTESY OF GE APPLIANCES.

COPY CAT

info@tracizeller.com
980-272-0234
2935 Providence Rd. Ste. 202
Charlot te, NC 28211

classic, chic interiors for a
modern, well-lived life

palette

LOVELY LILAC
This whimsical whisper of violet sprinkles
a refreshingly sprightly spirit.
Written by Christina Spratt Spencer
Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox

1

Interior designer Cathy
Austin’s bedroom
design for the 2018
Southeastern Designer
Showhouse & Gardens.

2

3
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1. Modern 6-Light Chandelier / $4,350 / abchome.com
2. HAY Matin Table Lamp / $195 / store.moma.org
3. Charlie Sprout Koa Pillow / $300 / anthropologie.com
4. Benjamin Moore French Lilac 1403 / $79.99 per
gallon of Aura / magnoliapaint.company
5. Clover Ottoman from Windsor Smith for
Century / to the trade / ahokelimited.com
6. Diapositive Lilac Desk by Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
for Glas Italia / $6,040 / artemest.com

PHOTOGRAPHY BY EMILY FOLLOWILL.

6

As confectionary and flowery as its namesake, this powdery pastel is singularly sugary
sweet in its lineage of purple prose, distinguished by blithe and bashfully pink undertones.
Unequivocally soft, feminine, and nostalgically youthful, it is a hue that can be peculiar
to broach with its quiet, balmy confidence and jovial nature. Its faint and innocent charm
is beautifully accentuated when coupled with crisp cotton whites, tranquil powder blue
or pale rose, and even buttery sun-filled yellows. If your taste is more savory than sweet,
stunningly sleek pairings of darker grounding neutrals like navy and charcoal, or earthy
tobacco, olive, and deep plum allow for a harmonious depth with a fresh and playful pop.

interior design

•

furniture gallery

park road shopping center 4247 park road #295 charlotte, NC 28209
704.335.1220 @highcottonclt www.highcottohomecompany.com
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KITCHEN
CONFIDENTIAL
Local designers share their favorite kitchen
designs and how to make the most utilitarian
space in the home stylish.
Written and produced by Blake Miller

Meet the Designer

MELISSA LEE

KITCHEN SPLURGE

“Lighting. I feel like finding
the right lighting for your
kitchen can make the
whole space pop. Even
adding great task lighting
such as a pretty decorative
sconce over the sink or
under cabinet lighting can
be a game-changer.”

BEST DECORATING TIP

“When in question, pick
white. Martha Stewart has
had a white kitchen for
twenty years, and it still
looks beautiful. A white
kitchen is classic and won’t
ever go out of style.”

SECRET SOURCE “Kitchen

Designer Melissa Lee of New South Home looked
to Plaza Midwood’s eclectic, modern aesthetic for
inspiration for this kitchen built by Joyce Building Co.
Instead of an all-white kitchen with traditional details,
Lee used of-the-moment neutral blue for pops of
color to complement the shake-style cabinetry.

What She Did
ADDED TILE Lee added a geometric-patterned blue

tile to the underside of the quartz waterfall island to
create interest to the otherwise all-white kitchen.

WARMED UP THE SPACE With such a cool color
palette, Lee added warmth to the space with brass
hardware by Top Knobs, a pair of pendant lights by
Generation Lighting, and open wood shelving.
MODERNIZED THE BACKSPLASH To give traditional
subway tile a contemporary twist, Lee had the
backsplash laid on a stacked pattern, resulting in a
more streamlined, modern look.
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KITCHEN DO “Don’t forget
the underside of the
island. It’s just another
place to add interest to an
otherwise blank canvas in
the kitchen.”
KITCHEN DON’T “If you’re

designing a kitchen from
scratch, leave enough
room—a forty-five-inch
walkway at a minimum—in
the galley area. Anything
less is too crowded.”

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRISTINA HUSSEY; PORTRAIT BY LAURA SUMRAK.

BLUE
HEAVEN

Posts Daily on Instagram
features a kitchen 365
days a year. Whenever
we’re working on a kitchen,
we love going to that
account for inspiration. I
think it’s great because it
shows you how different
kitchen design can be.”

DESIGN FOR THE TRADE
CHARLOTTE
2122 Freedom Drive, Suite A
Charlotte, NC 28208
704.358.0277

RALEIGH
1405 Capital Blvd
Raleigh, NC 27603
919.832.5555

ahokelimited.com

style

Meet the Designer

MAGGIE
CRANDALL

KITCHEN SPLURGE “I love

splurging on things like a
waterfall island, which, in
this kitchen, was definitely
needed to take it up a
notch design-wise.”

BEST DECORATING TIP

“Go with something
custom if you can. We had
the shelves and custom
hood ledge built by Josh
Utsey. It’s nice to have a
feature in the kitchen that
is unique to that space. It
adds some character to it.”

SECRET SOURCE “When

This SouthPark home received a much-needed
makeover, which included a more open kitchen.
Designer Maggie Crandall was enlisted by her repeat
client to install a kitchen design that would update
the space with more modern finishes and colors and
allow the space to breathe a bit.

What She Did
BROUGHT IN COLOR The custom cabinetry in

Benjamin Moore Hale Navy and the quartz
countertops and waterfall island were the
springboard for the design. “Navy is a safe option
if you want to go outside the box from a white
shaker, but not too bold that you will get sick of it
after a few years.”

KEPT IT OPEN The custom open wood shelving and
hood by Josh Utsey allow the wall opposite the
living space to breathe. “The ceiling height is lower
because it’s an older home, so adding cabinetry here
would’ve closed off the space.”
ADDED PATTERN Kitchens tend to be absent of any
pattern, so Crandall elevated this all-white kitchen
by adding the patterned tile from TileBar on the
underside of the island.
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KITCHEN DO “If there’s a
question as to where to
stop the tile, the answer is
to tile the entire wall.”
KITCHEN DON’T “Don’t

be afraid to add a bold
element. It can be scary
because a kitchen is a
large investment, but
adding a unique or fun
element into the mix will
make you love it that
much more. If you can’t
commit to a full-patterned
backsplash, pop one up on
the back of the island or
behind the coffee station.”

PHOTOGRAPHY BY LAURA SUMRAK; PORTRAIT BY ERIN MAYNARD.

BRIGHT
& AIRY

styling open shelving, I like
to mix in everyday plates
with some taller vases and
planters. A great place to
source items like that is
Anthropologie.”

Goodwin Classic Homes | Bruce Clodfelter Landscape Architect | Photography by Phil Goodwin

Frank Smith
R e si den t i a l De sig n Inc .
704.332.4075
w w w. f r a n k s m i t h d e s i g n . c o m

@frank_smith_residential_design
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Meet the Designer

BARRIE BENSON
KITCHEN SPLURGE

“Finishes on the cabinets
can sometimes be very
expensive. But, honestly,
they’re what make
kitchens really polished
and finished.”

BEST DECORATING TIP

Architect Matt Benson and his wife, interior
designer Barrie Benson, were tasked with
designing a home that, while new, exuded
the charm of old Southern beach homes.
The kitchen in the oceanfront Figure Eight
Island home needed to take advantage of the
panoramic views while coupling form and
function in a stylish way.

What They Did
MADE OLD, NEW Drawing inspiration from

decades-old Southern beach homes, the
couple added pecky cypress throughout the
home and in the kitchen to balance the more
modern lines and architectural details.

KEPT A LOW PROFILE The custom banquette

swathed in wipeable vinyl by Martyn Lawrence
Bullard for Osborne & Little was designed low
enough so as not to impair the ocean view.

MINIMIZED THE HARDWARE In lieu of drawer
and cabinet pulls, Matt Benson designed the
cabinetry with hidden notches underneath
the panels to open and close sans hardware,
resulting in a cleaner look.
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SECRET SOURCE “I love
Addison Weeks hardware.
I designed a line for them.
If you’re remodeling your
kitchen, hardware is a
great way to bring in some
personality. Also, Bird
Decorative Hardware &
Bath has a great showroom
and great sources.”
KITCHEN DO “Try a
chandelier over your
island in lieu of traditional
pendant lights. Your
kitchen will look so much
prettier at night.”
KITCHEN DON’T “Don’t go

overboard with counter
stools. Less is more. It’s
better to have barstools
that don’t make such a
huge statement and can
tuck away easily. Unless
you have a really big
kitchen, you just have a
mess of barstools. So keep
them low and minimal
when you can.”

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS EDWARDS; PORTRAIT BY PAUL COSTELLO.

BEACH
CHIC

“Add a banquette when
possible. There are so
many hard surfaces in
kitchens, so it’s nice to
have an area where you
can lounge. You spend so
much time in a kitchen,
so having a well-designed,
custom banquette that also
has extra room for people
to perch on while you’re
cooking or entertaining is
really important.”

CUSTOM CABINETS | APPLIANCES | PLUMBING | TILE
SUB-ZERO - WOLF - COVE | THERMADOR | BOSCH
BLUE STAR | MIELE | LACORNUE | FULGOR
704.926.6000 | DCIHOMERESOURCE.COM | 1300 SOUTH BOULEVARD - SUITE C, CHARLOTTE, NC 28203 | MON-FRI 9AM-6PM, SAT 10AM-4PM

design board

DOMINIQUE
DeLaney
When it comes to interior design, designer Dominique
DeLaney loves to draw inspiration from a myriad of
places. “Travel endlessly inspires me,” she says. “Paris,
Harbour Island, and Australia hold a special place in my
heart. The architecture, fashion, landscape, and lifestyle
always spark creativity. And through social media,
particularly Pinterest and Instagram, a wealth of inspiration is at anyone’s fingertips. Being able to discover
and connect with artists, new textile lines, or emerging
designers has paved the way for continued creative discovery and helps fuel my passion for design.”
But when creating an aesthetic for each of her
projects, DeLaney takes the biggest design cues from
her clients. “I draw inspiration in understanding who
my clients are, what they love, and how they live,” she
explains. “In getting to know my clients personally
by listening to their stories and seeing them interact,
I’m able to create the visual story their spaces should
tell.” The result, she says, is an effortlessly stylish and
timeless design that “celebrates their unique point of
view and speaks to a life well lived.”
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PORTRAIT AND INTERIORS: LAURA SUMRAK.

1. Society Social Amy Scalloped Console /
$1,850 / shopsocietysocial.com
2. Tabarka Studio Mediterranean 26 Tile / $104 per
square foot / renaissancetileandbath.com
3. Nicola Bathie Ivory Cluster & Wicker Flowers Pearl
Drop Earrings / $130 / onlyontheavenue.com
4. Loulou La Dune Scalloped Dot Placemat /
$85 / onlyontheavenue.com
5. Hillary Howorth Coming Undone /
$750 / hhoworthart.com
6. Soane Britain Rattan Daisy Flush
Ceiling Light / $9,000 / soane.co.uk

1

P H OTO G R A P H E R : E R I N C OM E R F O R D • D E S I G N / B U I L D : B E T S Y B R U N N E M E R / A D D I S O N B U I L D I N G G R O U P

THE HOME OF
CUSTOM CABINETRY
AND AN EXPERT
DESIGN TEAM.
Whether you’re ready for a complete overhaul of the
kitchen, laundry, bathroom, or other cabinet-filled areas
of your home, or just a little counsel, the DesignLoft
team has the expertise to handle any need.

2 9 1 4 S E LW Y N AV E N U E , C H A R LOT T E , N C 2 8 2 0 9 • ( 7 0 4 ) 3 3 9 - 0 2 2 2 • D E S I G N LO F TC A B I N E T S . C OM

BLOWN GLASS ARTISTRY
C H A R LOT T E’S O N LY HOT GL ASS STUD IO A ND GALLERY

H O M E & CO M M E RC IAL D E CO R
C H A N D E L IE R S, PE NDANT
L IG H T IN G & IN STALLATIO NS
I N T E R IO R D E SIGN CO NS U LTATIO NS

980.209.92 8 4
HOTGLASSALLEY.COM
JAC O B “JA K E ” P F E I F E R
438 ATANDO AVENUE | CHARLOTTE, NC 28206

karenkettlerdesign.com

luxur y kitchens and bathrooms

2173 HAWKINS ST. UNIT G • CHARLOTTE, NC • 704.819.6972 • ALI@COUTUREKNOTS.COM
@COUTUREKNOT • WWW.COUTUREKNOTS.COM • BY APPOINTMENT

ERIN COMERFORD MILLER PHOTOGRAPHY

INFO@WESTTRADEINTERIORS.COM • 980-288-7988 • WESTTRADEINTERIORS.COM

Home Design

Photography by Laura Sumrak.

As Luck Would Have It

Full Circle

Color Theory

40

50

60

AS LUCK WOULD

The family room was designed to be polished enough for
entertaining but comfortable enough for everyday living. Zeller
balanced style and comfort with plush Wesley Hall sofas in a durable
performance Crypton fabric. CR Laine swivel chairs and Ambella
Home scooter chairs provide more seating.
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HAVE IT

ONE COUPLE BUILDS THEIR DREAM
HOME AFTER SCOOPING UP A PIECE
OF LAND IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
THEY’VE LONG CALLED HOME.

INTERIOR DESIGN BY TRACI ZELLER | TEXT BY BLAKE MILLER | PHOTOGRAPHY BY DUSTIN PECK
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With little space for artwork in the dining
room, Zeller looked to create interest through
pattern and color. The draperies in a Lindsay
Cowles fabric paired with a Phillip Jeffries
grasscloth with a subtle shimmer complement
the Lillian August Modern Living dining chairs.
OPPOSITE: In the foyer, plaster mirrors that
Zeller purchased from an artist in France hang
above a Worlds Away console table.
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A

llison Deblitz and her husband, Brian, loved
their neighborhood. Having lived in their
home since 2002, the couple had grown
fond of the friends they and their children
had made. But even though they loved their
current house, the Deblitzes always said that
if they could find a reasonably sized lot in their neighborhood
that allowed them to build a home from the ground up, they
would jump at the opportunity. As luck would have it, an older
ranch home on a desirable cul-de-sac became available. Before
the home hit the market, they scooped it up. “We couldn’t
believe our luck,” Deblitz says.
After the home was razed, the Deblitzes enlisted architect Miller Nicholson to draw the plans for their new home

and builder Kelly McArdle to bring them to fruition. “We
just knew we wanted something different,” says Deblitz of
the home’s architecture. “We searched Houzz, drove around
Myers Park, and took photos of homes we liked or parts of
homes we liked architecturally. And then we handed it over
to Miller and said, ‘Run with it!’” Though the home is not
modern, it’s also not traditional. It features cleaner architectural details that separate it from the more traditional homes
in the Deblitzes’ Cotswold neighborhood.
The Deblitzes wanted the interiors to reflect the more
streamlined, clean lines of the home, so they sought out
interior designer Traci Zeller to create a design scheme that
pushed the couple outside of their comfort zone. “I’d seen
Traci’s work at a friend’s home, and I fell in love,” Deblitz
AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2020 | HOME DESIGN & DECOR CHARLOTTE 43

Low maintenance but high style was key
in the all-white kitchen. Durable quartz
counters and counter stools from Lee
Industries with Stout vinyl work double
duty as a stylish accent and maintenancefree seating. Pendants are by Savoy House.

says. “I know what I like, but I knew I needed a professional
to pull it all together for us. And Traci was perfect for us.”
“I was thrilled to work with Allison and Brian, and especially excited to work with such a strong design team,”
says Zeller of Nicholson and McArdle. “It’s my favorite kind
of project, where I can be involved from the ground up, so I
know we’re building a really cohesive flow and accomplishing their objectives of flow and style.” Though the home has
traditional roots, it takes a less-is-more approach. “The architecture of the home doesn’t neatly fit into any category,” the
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designer says. “But if I were to choose, I’d say it’s a modern
take on Craftsman.”
The interior design plan from the start was to complement
Nicholson’s stunning architectural details. “Miller did such a
beautiful job with the architecture,” Zeller says. “When you have
really pretty details like this home has, it also makes it really
easy to work with simpler color palettes because you have the
architecture being the star.” After culling through the Deblitzes’
inspiration photos and tearsheets from magazines, it was clear to
Zeller that a neutral but soothing color palette of blues, creams,

TOP: To soften the hard lines of the custom
dining table and banquette, Zeller added
trimmed draperies by Madeaux instead
of traditional Roman shades. “I’ve never
designed draperies this short before,”
laughs Zeller, “but the length really works
here.” The chandelier is by Savoy House.
BOTTOM: Zeller designed the formal
powder room with a textured vinyl
crocodile wallpaper by Thibaut. She
complemented that with a faucet by Jason
Wu for Brizo, hardware by Addison Weeks,
and sconces by Currey & Company.
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A pair of Michael Clément lamps from
Darnell & Company flank the range in
the kitchen, surrounded underneath by
countertops from Walker Zanger.

and grays—and even a pop of purple—was the foundation she
needed to start with. “I think calm, neutral palettes really sing
when you have good architectural bones,” she explains. “Sometimes color and pattern can detract from those great details and
we didn’t want that here.”
The homeowners were not fans of lots of pattern and color, so
the design board Zeller presented to them was limited on both yet
was still aesthetically pleasing to her clients. “It was about creating
the interest and dimensions by varying the shades and textures and
creating that flow throughout the home with different depths of
color,” she says. “I love blue—it’s an easy, pretty color to work with.”
The dining room is one such space where Zeller truly wanted
the architectural details to play center stage. With a coffered
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ceiling laid on a diagonal accented with tongue-and-groove
paneling, the ceiling detail was the star of the space. “This
could’ve been such a simple room,” Zeller says. But by adding
interest with texture, subtle color, and pattern, the dining room
comes alive. Shimmery purple grasscloth by Phillip Jeffries
plays off the Duralee fabric on the backside of the Lillian August
for Hickory White dining chairs. The lavender hue in the drapery
pattern of the Lindsay Cowles fabric is just subtle enough to
draw your eye to them but not detract from the overall space.
Zeller took a similar approach in the kitchen, where a barrel
ceiling entry to the space welcomes guests. Simple cabinetry and
pendants in mixed metals by Savoy House complement the architectural details. Not one to overlook the need for practicality,

In the breakfast area, a vintage
chandelier believed to be by Mario
Villa from Darnell & Company
hangs above the Tritter Feefer
table and CR Laine chairs. The
painting is by Paul Yanko.

LEFT: The master bedroom was designed with comfort
in mind. Zeller layered the room in luxurious fabrics such
as the Lili Alessandra bed linens and the custom throw
pillows in a luxe Hodsoll McKenzie fabric. The Cowtan &
Tout custom draperies envelop the room in warmth and
allow natural light to pour in.
TOP: Zeller complemented the sleek, contemporary
soaking tub with an Arteriors chandelier. The drapery
panels are Anna French fabric with tone-on-tone
embroidery, paired with Fabricut sheers.
BOTTOM: To create a calming retreat in the master
bathroom, Zeller kept the color palette and finishes neutral
and clean. The countertops are MSI Arctic White accented
by a faucet by Brizo and sconces by Visual Comfort.
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TOP: Zeller pushed the homeowners out of their comfort zone
with the playful Kate Spade script wallpaper in the powder room
off the portico. Hidden throughout the text is “This is the life.” The
countertops are Cambria Torquay.
BOTTOM: The Deblitzes youngest daughter wanted a canopy bed,
so Zeller custom designed the canopy top and matching Roman
shade in a Ferrick Mason fabric. The accent pillows are by Laura Park
from Cotswold Marketplace and the light fixture is from RH Teen.
RIGHT: For the Deblitzes’ oldest daughter’s bedroom, Zeller
designed custom built-in shelving for easy storage. She covered
the Roman shade and the accent bolster pillow in a Megan
Adams fabric. The chandelier is by Made Goods.

“I THINK CALM, NEUTRAL
PALETTES REALLY SING
WHEN YOU HAVE GOOD
ARCHITECTURAL BONES.”
—TRACI ZELLER

Zeller added a pair of bench counter stools from
Lee Industries swathed in a durable and practical
Stout vinyl. “They have young daughters who like
to have friends over, and what better way to have
everyone gather up to the counter to hang out than
a bench stool,” she says.
With kids at the forefront, Zeller designed the
Deblitzes’ daughters’ bedrooms with style—and
with the same neutral color palette in mind. Their
youngest requested a canopy bed after spying one
at her friend’s house that Zeller had also designed.
“Canopies are really so pretty and just fun,” she
says of the custom design in a Ferrick Mason fabric
and matching Roman shade. “I grew up with a
canopy bed. We haven’t seen tons of canopies for a
while, so this was fun to do.” In her sister’s room,
Zeller designed built-in shelving to store books and
charge mobile devices—ideal for a teenager.
For the Deblitzes, who have never used a
designer before, the design process took no luck
at all. “We could tell the team our vision—they
listened and took that and brought it to life without
them influencing us or adding in their own style,”
Deblitz says. “I think that’s difficult. Traci took
what we liked and made it all come together
exactly as we envisioned it.” u
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The master bedroom is a respite with
its neutral yet feminine palette. The rug
is a vintage Moroccan. The swing-arm
lamps are by Visual Comfort, and the
mirror is by Made Goods.
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FULL
CIRCLE
FROM THE
GROUNDBREAKING
TO THE WELCOME
MAT, THE DESIGN
DUO BEHIND HOUSE
OF NOMAD HELP A
FAMILY BUILD THEIR
DREAM HOME IN
QUAIL HOLLOW.

INTERIORS BY
KELLEY LENTINI AND
BERKELEY MINKHORST
TEXT BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY
PHOTOGRAPHY BY LAURA SUMRAK

In the foyer, a chandelier by Robert Abbey hangs above the CFC table. A rug
sourced from Morocco sits underneath and is complemented by stools sourced
from Bali. The geometric artwork on display in the adjacent office is by the
homeowner’s sister-in-law. The lacquered office cabinets are by Design Gaps.
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W

hen the young Jeffus family reached
out to Berkeley Minkhorst and Kelley
Lentini of House of Nomad, they
were embarking on a home-building
adventure and wanted help starting
at point A. They were in need of
more space and wanted a home in a more suitable location for their
respective jobs. They landed on a lot in an established neighborhood
in Quail Hollow and began dreaming up their new build.
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“We were really excited about the location,” Courtney Jeffus
recalls. “It was close to my family; it was convenient for work—
but the existing house was a non-starter.” The couple knew immediately they would tear it down and start over. “I found House
of Nomad through my own research,” Jeffus says. “I had found
a couple of other designers to interview, but when I met with
Berkeley and Kelley, I knew right away that they were the right
choice. We felt confident they could bring us full circle on our
home.” Minkhorst adds, “Taking a client from paint and finishes

all the way to layering is a designer’s dream come true, and
with more and more people choosing to remodel, this was our
first request for a new build. We were beyond excited to put
our talent to full-time work and see it come to fruition.”
Being from New York, Jeffus’ design aesthetic was clean,
modern, and simple. But she was ready and willing to expand
and explore within those parameters, which happens to be
right in House of Nomad’s wheelhouse. “I was open to being
pushed beyond my boundaries,” Jeffus says. “But I trusted

LEFT: In the kitchen, texture leads the way. Warm wood on the island is
contrasted by the white quartz waterfall countertop, and a textured concrete
backsplash from Walker Zanger complements the overall design palette of
white, gray, and warm wood.
RIGHT: In the kitchen, lacquered kitchen cabinets in high gloss white create
tension, and a two-tone vintage Turkish runner sourced from House of
Nomad adds functionality and personality. Light fixtures from Robert Abbey
complete the room.
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Berkeley and Kelley, which is key to just
letting someone do their job. That’s why I
hired them.”
“Our mantra at House of Nomad is
Global Modern, but the client always
comes first. And tying it all together is
the goal,” Lentini says. “We knew that
Courtney wanted clean and modern, but
it was important to keep it warm and
inviting as well. We did this from the
word ‘go,’ really buying into textures as
the base of warmth with light oak floors,
concrete accents, white walls, and plenty
of warm woods, leathers, and natural
elements in our layers.”
The team relied on a mostly black,
white, and neutral palette with pops of
blue throughout the home. “Black and
white as a base instantly gives the home
an updated and graphic personality,”
Minkhorst says.
House of Nomad began with the
granular, helping the family choose
fixtures, finishes, paint, moldings,
door finishes, stains, and everything
in between. Keeping in mind the importance of textures, the team chose
white quartz for the kitchen countertops coupled with a textured concrete
backsplash and wood accents that
complement the washed oak flooring
throughout. “The biggest challenge for
me on this project was the decisionmaking,” Jeffus says. “The big decisions
are fun and easy, but the devil is in the
details, and the minutia just really took
the joy out of homebuilding. When House
of Nomad came in, as my husband put it,
they really injected the fun back into our
journey and removed the dread.”
In the master bathroom, they chose
a warm gray tile to create a powerhouse
of texture and wow factor. By setting the
tile in a herringbone pattern and bringing
it from the floor up the walls of the
shower surround, it created a depth in
the room that became a focal point.
“We do offer 3D renderings for clients
who need more visuals to understand the
design plan, and this is one project that
called for it,” Minkhorst explains. “The
renderings were incredible and allowed
the homeowners to fully buy into each
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OPPOSITE TOP: A table and chair
group from Noir anchors the dining
space. Framed textiles sourced from
House of Nomad create interest apart
from the lacquered bookcase cabinets
in Sherwin-Williams Hale Navy, while a
light fixture by Arteriors carries the eye
upward.
OPPOSITE BOTTOM: A simple Loloi rug
anchors the living room, allowing the
textures and layering to come forth.
African stools sourced from Zimbabwe
add interest and originality, while the
geometric side table from Worlds Away
brings it all together. The stacked floor
lamps are by Made Goods.
TOP: In the master bathroom, impact is
undeniable with Walker Zanger tile laid
in a herringbone pattern carried from
the floor straight up the shower wall. An
antique Turkish rug sourced by House
of Nomad both brightens and adds
unexpected interest.
BOTTOM: In the master bedroom, a pair
of side tables by Sonder Living provide
balance to an oversized headboard.
Accent chairs create an unexpected
place to take a seat, and the side table
by Made Goods offers the perfect punch
of black and white.
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In the guest room, the name of the game is
high-style comfort. Stools from Madagascar
sourced by Minkhorst and Lentini create a
center of texture, while mud cloth shams on
the bed and a patterned throw, both from
Shop HON, provide depth. The rug from Four
Hands brings in the signature black and white
base coat. OPPOSITE: The Noir console table,
light fixture, and chairs make the loft space soft
enough for children to play and sophisticated
enough for adults to enjoy after a long day.
All of the decor, sourced from many places, is
available through House of Nomad.
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room’s design and get excited about the finished product.” Lentini
adds that spending time with their clients allows them to come to the
table with things they are confident the homeowners will like, because
they have taken the time to learn their likes, dislikes, comforts, and
hopes. Marrying form with function for this family with two small
children was number one in this project, and Lentini and Minkhorst
kept it top-of-mind when layering and accessorizing. “After we spend
time with the clients, we dream about the project a little, and something always floats to the surface,” Minkhorst says. “Whether we
remember a really great light fixture, or great chair, or whatever it is
that reminds us of this family—that becomes the inspiration.”
“These clients didn’t like a lot of fuss or unnecessary things in
their home,” Lentini says. “So we paid attention to our layering
pieces, choosing items that had weight or longevity to withstand
time and children.” One driver for the design, which was also important for texture and longevity, was area rugs. “Open concepts are
popular,” Minkhorst says. “They offer such a feeling of space and architecture. But the challenge can be making the spaces feel warm as
well as creating a sense of independence to particular spaces. We accomplished this with area rugs. Knowing they had to be very large,
we used the rug as a base for designing several rooms.”
When it came time to layer the home, Lentini and Minkhorst
used the same textures that built the home to create the lived-in,
welcoming feel—wood, stone, rattan, jute, weaves, and more. On
open shelving, they used large items that maintain a clean aesthetic
rather than many smaller items, which can appear cluttered. “One
of the first things I told them was that I wanted the home to feel
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LEFT: Thibaut wallpaper adds a pop of blue to the cool gray palette in the boy’s room.
TOP: The playroom is soft and sophisticated, with side tables from Sonder Living
and more artwork by the homeowner’s sister-in-law, adding a sentimental touch.
BOTTOM: Wallpaper from Hunt Slonem for Groundworks creates a framed focal
point behind the twin beds in the girl’s room. Framed art from CHC Art adds a fun
and feminine feel.

“DESIGNING IS SO MUCH
MORE THAN MAKING A
SPACE LOOK PRETTY; WE’RE
PASSIONATE ABOUT GIVING
CLIENTS A DREAM SPACE.”
—KELLEY LENTINI

complete,” Jeffus recalls. “Our last house was a hodgepodge and
always felt ‘in progress’—I just wanted to finally be in a home that
felt totally finished.”
“Every project we work on broadens our aesthetic and sense of
style,” Lentini says. “As a professional, either you have a talent for
design or you don’t. But if you do, it can always be expanded and
built upon. That’s how you constantly evolve and train.” Their first
complete project from empty lot to full home solidified accolades for
House of Nomad’s extensive design chops and brought them a new
sense of satisfaction from pulling everything together and learning so
much along the way. “Designing is so much more than making a space
look pretty; we’re passionate about giving clients a dream space.”
Looking at the project as a whole, Minkhorst says she’s
“obsessed with the overall design. The living room is a great microcosm of the whole home—all the elements coming together and
working beautifully together. The same wood from the island is also
used in the storage by the fireplace. The stacked feel of the console
table paired with the stacked feel of the lamps next to it is satisfying.
Everything plays well together and works off each other to create an
overall sense of personality, warmth, and individuality.”
Jeffus notes, “I love our house. Truly. Every time I walk
around, I am so thankful for it. I wouldn’t change a thing. House
of Nomad was fantastic to work with, and I plan to keep in touch
with them for a long time.” u
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COLOR
THEORY

To keep the white kitchen
interesting, Beregovski created a
shaker door for the kitchen cabinets,
accented by gold hardware and task
lighting sconces. A lamp on either
side of the island offers ambiance
and originality, while Serena & Lily
barstools beckon guests to linger in
the kitchen.

INTERIOR DESIGNER MEREDITH
BEREGOVSKI TRANSFORMS ONE
FAMILY’S HOME WITH COLOR,
PATTERN, TEXTURE, AND A
HEALTHY DOSE OF ORIGINALITY.
INTERIOR DESIGN BY MEREDITH BEREGOVSKI
TEXT BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY
PHOTOGRAPHY BY LAURA SUMRAK
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Schumacher grasscloth wallcovering gets an
updated twist with a hand-painted pattern in
the foyer hallway. Gold circular mirrors are hung
along the way, giving fun glimpses of the paper
on either side of the hall. OPPOSITE: Beregovski
states that “the home is a little jewel box that begs
to be explored.” A Julie Neill chandelier greets
guests with a smile, and an expertly paired mirror
and console, both from Made Goods, offer a brief
interlude. Benches covered in Kravet fabric add a
punch of color to the entrance.

W

hen cousins of the Boukidis family
suggested they look at some of
the new custom homes going
up in their neighborhood, they
happily obliged and worked with
their realtor to set up a viewing.
For good measure, their realtor also scheduled a viewing of
an existing home on the same street—a home he felt could
be a contender. “When we walked into the new build, it was
stunning! Fresh, new, modern,” Maria Boukidis recalls. “But

the lot was very small, and we really weren’t crazy about
that.” They went into the existing home next and were blown
away by the spaciousness, finishes, lot size, and basement.
“Everything ticked our boxes on the list of wants,” Boukidis
says, “except the kitchen.”
The kitchen was small, and the layout didn’t work for their
family, but Boukidis’ husband, Perry, talked her into looking
past it, imagining all the things they could do differently. “This
house was definitely meant for us, and if we could fix that
wonky kitchen, I was ready to sign the papers,” she said.
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Though the overall feel of the living room
says neutral, the aesthetic says pop. The Miles
Redd for Schumacher curtains add a punch to
the windows in the corner, while the Hermès
orange bookcase catches the corner of your
eye. OPPOSITE: In the living room, Beregovski
took inspiration from the homeowner’s Hermès
tray and painted the bookcase the same
showstopping orange. Grasscloth covers the
back wall to add texture and depth, and a wellaccessorized shelf keeps things looking neat.

The Boukidises hired Urban Building Group to remodel the
kitchen, and Boukidis began researching interior designers.
After repeatedly liking images on social media from Georgia
Street Design, she decided it was time to message the owner,
Meredeth Beregovski. She got a reply instantly, and after meeting,
Boukidis knew this would be the perfect pairing. “As soon as I met
Meredith, I knew she understood me,” she explains. “She asked
all the right questions, and when we stood in the empty rooms, I
knew we were designing in her head. She was both humble and
confident in her work and didn’t sell it. It was a natural process.”
“I have pretty good gut instincts,” Beregovski adds. “I just
know when it’s going to work and what the client will want. Maria
just let me run with it.” The Boukidises wanted a bright and airy

space with a lot of uniqueness and an approachable and timeless
design. “Maria’s not afraid of color, which made doing the vision
boards really fun,” she says. “I will never forget—I presented
seven room designs to her when we met to discuss concepts, and
out of all seven rooms, she only asked to see one different coffee
table. It was amazing. She really dove into the designs easily, and I
could tell we hit the nail on the head that day.”  
Beregovski jumped into the project at the outset, helping to
choose finishes and fixtures for the kitchen, as well as designing
rooms in the rest of the home. Over the next ten months, they
began to see her vision come to life. “Meredith took us out of our
comfort zone with patterns and colors, but it was also evident we
shared an identical aesthetic,” Boukidis says.
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“I think we started with the kitchen and worked outward,” Beregovski says. “I
am the white kitchen queen—I must have hundreds of inquires about wanting a
newly designed white kitchen. Reinventing the white kitchen with each new client is
the goal. I came up with the shaker cabinets as a fresh take, and lamps and overhead
lighting were a twist that sold the kitchen design.”
In the living room, there was only one true request from Boukidis, and that was
to find and incorporate a very special tray in a special orange color. The tray was
difficult to find, but on install day, Beregovski surprised Boukidis with the tray in
the living room and had the built-in bookcases painted in the same orange to tie it all
together. “Meredith really infused my love of ’50s and ’60s fashion into her designs,
and I even get to display a series of vintage Vogue magazines,” Boukidis says.
She adds that while the kitchen is the center of her home and a space she
loves, she never anticipated the entrance to the home being the real showstopper
and one of her favorite elements. And Beregovski agrees. “They have a very
interesting entrance, with a sort of a vestibule that empties guests into a
foyer and then a longer hallway,” she explains. “And once we used this to our
advantage, we discovered that it offers the most amazing foreword into the
story of the home. Each little room is a jewel box that gets revealed as you come
deeper into the house. From the threshold, you are just eager to see more.”
Dark trim frames a neutral and sophisticated vestibule entrance, with a
pop of color from two bright green velvet stools underneath the entry table.
In the hallway, a hand-painted printed grasscloth from Schumacher is bold
and classic, familiar yet unexpected.   

OPPOSITE: The homeowner wanted her dining room to
make an impact, so Beregovski covered the walls in navyblue grasscloth and paint. Brunschwig & Fils curtains give
new life to the tone-on-tone aesthetic, and a creamy beige
lacquered ceiling reflects all the light. The chandelier is by
Thomas O’Brien through Circa Lighting.
LEFT: A peek into the powder room reveals a Kohler sink
vessel from the Imperial Blue Conical Bell Collection.
The walls are painted in Farrow & Ball Dead Salmon.
The Silhouette Fretwork sconces are by Thomas O’Brien
through Circa Lighting, and the oval twist mirror is by
Carvers Guild.
RIGHT: In the laundry room, Farrow & Ball’s Setting
Plaster bathes the walls in a dusty pink, while a marble
countertop and a pearl shell backsplash from Harkey Tile
& Stone add glamour. Antique jars line the top shelf for
functionality and beauty.
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LEFT: To highlight the incredible natural light in the master bedroom, Beregovski
had the ceiling lacquered in Benjamin Moore White Dove. The white Arteriors
chandelier gives the illusion of cluster candles and, when lit, casts an incredible
glow off the ceiling.

“EACH LITTLE ROOM IS
A JEWEL BOX THAT GETS
REVEALED AS YOU COME
DEEPER INTO THE HOUSE.”
—MEREDITH BEREGOVSKI

“Maria wanted a very impactful dining room,” Beregovski says.
“The inspiration images she shared with me were so stunning and
well-designed, I felt challenged to come up with something equally
as beautiful, but with my own take on it.” With so much light in the
dining room, Beregovski convinced Boukidis to allow her to lacquer
the ceiling in a very creamy beige color to not only complement the
deep navy grasscloth but to reflect the natural light all across the
room. “Then once we realized she had a set of intaglios, I came up
with the idea to get them mounted on antique marble papers and
specially framed,” she says. “Campania, a custom frame shop in South
End, did an incredible job. The pieces completed the space.”
The same impactful lacquered-ceiling element can be found in the
light and bright master bedroom, where neutral colors reigned, and
natural light was given a spot center stage. “Maria really liked soft,
subtle colors, which we wanted to carry into the master bedroom.
We added a ton of texture to make the neutrals interesting, and we
lacquered the ceiling in Benjamin Moore White Dove to really bounce
light around the room,” Beregovski says.
The overall effect of the home is a study in the complicated skill of
using color as a neutral. Soft, subtle colors, muted in tone, are amped
up with pops of bright color in a combination of big and small ways.
“I’m always looking for cohesion,” Beregovski says. “I see so many
designs that start off with a great concept but get lost from room to
room as the designs mutate. I really try to create a flow in the home
that feels natural, but also delights with interest.” u
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KITCHEN AND BATH

COLORFUL
PERSONALITY
Dekton’s 2020 collection offers stunning
colorways and distinctive personalities.
Written by Brandy Woods Snow
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COURTESY OF COSENTINO.

C

osentino specializes in collaborating
with customers to create high-end,
innovative surfaces that add beauty
and brawn for a variety of applications.
Their newly unveiled offerings for the
Dekton line are wowing designers and
homeowners alike with a robust color palette to enhance
any aesthetic and the form and function to tackle any
application. From rich coffee browns to deep, textured
blues to delicate whites and grays, the latest options are
stunning additions to an already well-rounded portfolio.
“The exquisite Dekton 2020 collection offers
architects, designers, and homeowners four distinct
series full of color and personality that expand the reach
of innovation,” says Rudi Bruno, general manager of the
Charlotte location. “And with Dekton’s proven durability,
these new offerings are sure to become popular choices
for a multitude of installations.”
Dekton’s versatility, resistance to destructive
elements, and customization ability make it the prime
choice for interior and exterior applications that require
durability and low maintenance. Available in large-format
slabs in a range of thicknesses, Dekton pushes the
envelope on design possibilities. And the newly released
Avant-Garde and Portfolio series join the Chromica and
Liquid series launched earlier this year to add six striking
new colors to the Dekton palette.
“The Avant-Garde line, characterized by robust,
chromatic colors, is the perfect choice for those looking
for a departure from the usual—those who seek to set
the trends rather than follow them,” Bruno says. This
series, inspired by the most revered natural stones, offers

“THESE NEW
OFFERINGS ARE
SURE TO BECOME
POPULAR CHOICES
FOR A MULTITUDE OF
INSTALLATIONS.”
—RUDI BRUNO

the utmost in durability and brilliance in three cutting-edge colors.
The Helena, echoing the onyx’s depth, balances gray and white in
a distressed translucence. The Khalo series, inspired by Patagonia
granite, features a natural palette for creams and browns, punctuated
with flecks of black and gold for a rich, lustrous finish. The Laurent
line, a play on the popular Port Laurent natural stone, builds drama
through contrasting tones—its deep, dark brown crisscrossed and
warmed by veins of gold.
“The newly released Portfolio series offers a contemporary
elegance to classic hues with the versatility and adaptability needed to
beautifully complete any project installation, indoors and out,” Bruno
says. Available in three matte shades—Rem, Milar, and Bromo—the
Dekton Portfolio line offers an elegant and sleek option for a wide
range of both residential and commercial applications. Rem, reminiscent of Calacatta Lincoln, offers a delicate white-veined surface with
soft browns and grays and flecked with subtle gold. Milar’s robust
brown and gray palette is complementary to any industrial aesthetic,
its stippled details and sweeping dark hues both urban and rugged.
Bromo, with its aged features and texture inspired by metamorphic
rocks such as slate, has an evocative blue color that pulls on Earth’s
natural elements with a dramatic flair.
Bruno states, “These two new offerings, in conjunction with
the earlier-released Liquid and Chromica series, bring an incredible
amount of color depth and versatility to the Dekton product collection.
Each line touts its own personality, but together they inspire creativity and ingenuity for homeowners and designers looking to create the
most innovative spaces.” u
For more information about COSENTINO,
visit COSENTINO.COM.
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The next phase of
your exceptional life starts in
the South Carolina Lowcountry

Luxurious Estate Near Ocean

Best of the Beach & Creek

Classic Coastal Living

3734 Vanderbilt Blvd in Prince George

1271 Norris Drive in Inlet Point South

554 Myrtle Avenue in Pawleys Island

4 Bed | 7 Full Bath | 3 Partial Bath | $2,800,000

5 Bed | 5.5 Bath | $2,500,000

4 Bed | 2 Bath | $1,750,000

Carol Jayroe 843.240.4492

Lindy Mickle 843.532.7488

Perry Peace 843.241.1509

Incredible Views & Details

Charming Golf Course Home

Gated Oceanfront Community

743 3rd Street in Mount Pleasant

2372 Wallace Pate Dr in DeBordieu Colony

254 Nesting Pond Ct in Prince George

5 Bed | 6.5 Bath | $1,690,000

5 Bed | 4.5 Bath | $1,050,000

4 Bed | 4 Bath | $949,000

Bart Jackson 843.224.8944

The Roper Group 843.450.8273

Rhonda Sawyer 843.833.1502

Creekfront in Litchfield Beach

Calm Coastal Style

Historic Downtown Home

415 Sportsman Dr in South Litchfield

292 Old Augusta Dr in Pawleys Plantation

232 King Street in Historic Georgetown

4 Bed | 4 Bath | $875,000

4 Bed | 3.5 Bath | $599,000

4 Bed | 2.5 Bath | $579,000

Jack Pate 843.325.0131

Mariah Johnson 843.251.1686

Toby Avant 843.833.9566

peacesir.com • 843.237.7711 | debordieu.com • 843.546.4176
Peace Sotheby’s International Realty fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. Each Franchise is Independently Owned and Operated.
This offering is subject to errors, omissions, changes including price or withdrawal without notice.
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HOME IMPROVEMENT

FUNCTION
with FLAIR
Open storage with style is a trend to consider.
Written by Brandy Woods Snow
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A

mple storage
space—it’s the one
amenity topping
every homeowner’s
must-have list.
Extra kudos if the
storage options are cleverly disguised
in sleek cabinetry or beautiful
credenzas. But a new, exciting trend
is blowing the doors off of this theory.
What if the best way to add storage is
by converting it into a visual display
and assimilating it into the home’s
design flow? According to Anna
Wilder, owner of DesignLoft Cabinets,
homeowners are increasingly warming to the concept of open shelving
and wire mesh as an alternative
to traditional cabinetry. Form and
function with flair? Yes, please!
“The decision to incorporate
open shelving into a space can be
intimidating for some,” Wilder
says, “but the advantages, from
aesthetic beauty to organizational
maintenance to cost efficiency, are
worth the risk. Better yet, there
are numerous options by which
homeowners can use such shelving
installations to add personalization
to their space.”
Whether in a kitchen, bath,
laundry room, or bar area, many
homeowners are opting for open
shelving as their contemporary
storage solution. There are various
ways to include open storage options

“WIRE MESH, INSERTS,
AND OPEN SHELVING GIVE
CABINETRY VERSATILITY.”

LEFT: ERIN COMERFORD MILLER; RIGHT: COURTESY OF GROUPE CABICO.

—ANNA WILDER
in the home, including doorless cabinetry, shelving (floating
or with interesting brackets), or recessed shelving built
into the wall. They allow for more light to flow through
and require less intrusion into the room, creating the
appearance of more square footage in the space. Sometimes
easier to install than traditional cabinetry and often more
affordable, open shelving provides convenient access and
ease of use while also personalizing the space.
“An element of creativity goes into organizing storage for
your open shelves, and homeowners can have fun placing
their supplies in interesting and accessible ways,” Wilder
says. “They are also ideal for displaying collectible pieces—a
conversation starter for guests.”

For those hesitant to go with a full open-storage
style, decorative wire mesh is another great option for
homeowners looking for an aesthetic edge with a semi-open
construction, offering a glimpse through closed doors while
adding depth.
“Wire mesh, inserts, and open shelving give cabinetry
versatility,” Wilder says. “These installations not only lend
visual beauty and appeal to the design aesthetic but also
provide a level of functionality for storage, allowing for
airflow perfect for electronic storage while also artistically
concealing the items being stored.”
Reminiscent of antique kitchen pie safes, today’s
wire mesh or woven metal grilles embrace a sleeker,
contemporary vibe. And they are available in a plethora of
patterns and finishes that can be customized to match other
prominent aesthetics throughout the home. From galvanized
chicken-wire inserts to elaborate geometric designs, wire
mesh can up the glam factor or speak to the latest modern
industrial style.
Wilder further shares, “The beauty of open shelving and
wire mesh is that either can fit seamlessly into any home
design and offer a convenient storage solution for any room.
The possibilities are limitless.” u

For more information, contact DESIGNLOFT CABINETS at
704-339-0222 or visit DESIGNLOFTCABINETS.COM.
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At Cottingham Chalk, we put our clients first. Whether that means
answering a late-night phone call or walking you through your first home
buying experience, we are here for you. For over 35 years, we’ve been
helping our clients in the Charlotte and surrounding communities find the
home that is right for them. And we hope to be doing it for 35 more.
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LIFESTYLES

DRINK IT IN
A Q&A with Jeff Epstein of Caveman Cellars.
Written by Brandy Woods Snow

What’s the best part of being in this business?
I work with a lot of people who are extraordinarily successful in
their fields, and they’ve chosen us to help them succeed with a
project like this. They want to avoid mistakes and make the best
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possible choices. When I undertake significant projects in my
own home, I look for a partner, not a contractor. If you are simply
looking for a quote, we may not be the right company for you.
How does a client start the process of working with you?
I like to have a phone conversation about the project—a discussion
of goals, expectations, budgets—to make sure we can help. Next,
we visit them in their home, or review plans, discuss more details,
visually consider the space, and add a healthy dose of imagination.
What does that discussion look like?
I spend a lot of time on the front end. There are different
directions to go in, and spending the time upfront talking about it

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF KESSICK WINE CELLARS.

W

ith the impact of COVID-19 keeping
many indoors, homeowners are spending more quality time in their homes,
realizing that it’s time to front-burner
that dream project they’ve been
considering. Here, Jeff Epstein, owner
of Caveman Cellars, shares some insight into creating a wine space
in the home and why it might be the perfect time to move forward.

“YOUR WINE SPACE
SAYS SOMETHING ABOUT
YOU, AND I TRY TO FIND
WHAT PEOPLE WANT FOR
THEMSELVES, NOT WHAT I
THINK THEY SHOULD HAVE.”
—JEFF EPSTEIN

helps everyone. I walk into a home, and people immediately want
to take me to the space they plan to use. Sometimes we end up
using a different area, so I try to slow things down a bit, talking
about what they want to accomplish and seeing what else they
have in the house, typically high-end cabinetry, appliances, and
finishes. The materials we use are every bit their equal.
How do people decide what they want?
Your wine space says something about you, and I try to find
what people want for themselves, not what I think they should
have. In some cases, we include beverage spaces with shelving to
accommodate whiskey and bourbon collections.
What’s the best place for a wine space?
Just about anywhere. We’re building in closets, former
pantries, under and in front of stairs, walls of kitchens, dining
rooms, and great rooms.

TOP: LEONIE BECKER; BOTTOM: COURTESY OF KESSICK WINE CELLARS.

What are you seeing from a design standpoint?
Half of our business is still traditional cellars on lower levels.
The other half is wine spaces in main living areas—great rooms,
dining rooms, kitchens, foyers. Contemporary looks incorporating glass and metal are very popular, as are stone and exotic
woods, creating spaces that become art and decor.
What else goes into building a wine space?
The construction itself can be a challenge—if you use inferior
materials, don’t properly insulate and refrigerate or account for
bottle sizes, you’re going to have problems.
What are you drinking these days?
A lot of bottles from Spain. There is an incredible variety of
wines and price points. It’s interesting to learn the history of
wine there and how it helped shape the country, its economy,
and traditions. u
For more information, contact CAVEMAN CELLARS at
704-564-9638 or visit CAVEMANCELLARS.COM.
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LOOK FOR
THE HELPERS
By Jim Noble
Photography by The Plaid Penguin

I smile as I lift the speckled
stoneware out of the brown
box with brown tape wrapped
around it.
The pottery plates and bowls are a gift,
arriving at The King’s Kitchen just after
Christmas, not long after we’d wrapped up
a renovation at the non-profit restaurant.
There’s a lot of talk about giving and
generosity these days. Mr. Rogers once
said that when he was a boy and would see
scary things on the news, his mother would
tell him to “look for the helpers.” One of
the nice things in this uncertain time is
that helpers are out in full force. People are
volunteering at food banks, donating meals
and face shields to healthcare workers, and
grocery shopping for children who typically
get their biggest meal of the day at school.
During the pandemic, our partnership
with the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Dream
Center has exponentially expanded its
neighborhood outreach program. In a
typical year, we give anywhere from
35,000 to 40,000 meals to the homeless
and hungry. But in four months, from
March to June 2020, that number more
than doubled, as we provided 80,000
handmade, hand-delivered meals to residents in some of Charlotte’s most vulnerable neighborhoods. The pandemic made
our partnership doubly important, serving
as both an outreach ministry for people
in need and a paycheck for some of our
restaurant employees. More meals meant
more people were needed in the kitchen,
so we were able to keep people at work to
keep up with the demand.
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Because The King’s Kitchen is a nonprofit, we rely heavily on the kindness of
others. We have to initiate capital campaigns for things like kitchen or bathroom
improvements. Donations keep the lights
on. Sometimes, though, kindness finds us
in unexpected, surprising ways.
In the fall of 2019, we received an email,
completely unsolicited, from someone
who wanted to connect us with a North
Carolina–based potter so that we could
upgrade our dinnerware. The writer said
we could pick out the dishes we wanted
from East Fork Pottery, and he would foot
the bill. Simple as that. And let me tell you,
these works of art don’t come cheap.
When I opened the brown box from
East Fork Pottery last December, an overwhelming feeling of gratitude swept over
me. That someone thought to provide us
with these beautiful pottery pieces in the
restaurant we use to support our neighbors
in need is what I consider an ultimate act
of kindness. The handmade dishes comfortably cradle our crab cakes, provide a
perfect platter for Aunt Beaut’s pan-fried
chicken, and are a beautiful backdrop for
a bowl of shrimp and grits. Unfortunately,
with the pandemic and the temporary
closure of The King’s Kitchen, they’ve sat
untouched for a while. But that just means
that when we get back to service, each bite
off of them will be a little bit sweeter. u

“ONE OF THE NICE THINGS IN THIS
UNCERTAIN TIME IS THAT HELPERS
ARE OUT IN FULL FORCE.”

Chef JIM NOBLE is the executive chef and owner of NOBLE FOOD & PURSUITS.
For more information, visit NOBLEFOODANDPURSUITS.COM.
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AN EARLY
DOWNSIZE
By Beth Keim
Photography by Mekenzie Loli

I often think that letting go of a big house
sounds appealing—a patio as opposed to
a yard, smaller rooms, less to take care of
and manage.
The challenge is fitting all the items you want and need into
a more compact space. Such was the case with this renovation. But the result is one of my favorite designs.
The home had one long and hard-to-decorate family room
and kitchen combined. The homeowners wanted a lot of
seating and dining space for multiple people.
First and foremost, we used a similar color scheme to
give the space a calm ambiance. And we didn’t clutter the
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room with furniture—a large sofa and four smaller swivel
chairs fit nicely.
The dining area was the next challenge. With the help of two
great craftsmen, Josh Utsey and Terry Stikeleather, we created a
long banquette with a tall and impressive back and paired it with
a narrow custom dining table equally as long. The width of the
table allowed for multiple place settings. And when combined
with stoops as opposed to big chairs, the passage opened up. Not
only is this dining space big enough for ten people, but it’s also
great for laptop work or simple party overflow.
To make a long space like this perfect for all of its functions and not too crowded, it’s all about balance, height, and
using like colors. u

“IT’S ALL
ABOUT
BALANCE,
HEIGHT,
AND USING
LIKE COLORS.”

BETH KEIM is the owner of LUCY AND COMPANY, a full-service interior design firm located at 2108 South Boulevard, Suite 213.
For more information, visit LUCYANDCOMPANY.COM or call 704-342-6655.
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Shain Gallery
September 10
shaingallery.com
Celebrate and commemorate the
beautiful, growing city of Charlotte.
Join Shain Gallery for a group show
featuring pieces inspired by the
Charlotte skyline and its icons. Many
of the represented artists in Charlotte
Cityscapes will participate, along
with some invited local artists.

Joedance Virtual Film Festival
August 6–8
joedance2020.eventive.org
The Joedance Film Festival, founded
in memory of Joe Restaino, will run
online from August 6–8. Proceeds
from the festival benefit rare
pediatric cancer research at Atrium
Health’s Levine Children’s Hospital.
The festival will feature short
films created by filmmakers with a
connection to North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, and Tennessee.

Imagine a Non-Violent
Charlotte
Charlotte Art League
September 11–October 2
charlotteartleague.org

Liz Nielsen: Triangle Moon
Holly Keogh: Towards
Another Picture
SOCO Gallery
August 5–September 11
socogallery.com
SOCO Gallery is pleased to present
two solo exhibitions opening
simultaneously in August.
Triangle Moon is an exhibition of new
works by artist Liz Nielsen, whose
unique, vibrantly colored photograms
have consistently taken photography
in new and unexpected directions. In
this exhibition, Nielsen has produced
original large-scale “light paintings”
saturated in rich, liquid color.

Charlotte communities are actively
seeking ways to move out of the
cycle of violence and toward recovery
and reconciliation. The arts can help
facilitate that change. Charlotte
Art League’s Imagine a Non-Violent
Charlotte will showcase local
artists’ works that express issues
surrounding violence and their vision
of how we can become a non-violent
Charlotte. Discussion groups and
events will be held throughout the
month to allow voices to be heard
and ideas to be shared. Opening night
is on September 11, from 6 p.m. to 9
p.m., and is free to the public.
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Towards Another Picture is artist
Holly Keogh’s first exhibition at
SOCO Gallery. Keogh creates smalland large-scale figurative paintings
that focus on our relationship with
memory and our desire to document
or freeze time.

JOE RESTAINO PORTRAIT: JUDY OWEN; SHAIN GALLERY: PAINTING BY CURT BUTLER; CHARLOTTE ART LEAGUE: PAINTING BY HEATHER BURNELL;
SOCO GALLERY TOP IMAGE: PAINTING BY LIZ NIELSON; SOCO GALLERY BOTTOM IMAGE: PAINTING BY HOLLY KEOGH.

Charlotte Cityscapes

TRANSFORMING WORN-OUT SPACES INTO STUNNING NEW PLACES
dgkinc.com | 704-771-4850
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Please support our advertisers. To advertise with us, please contact sales@homedesigndecormag.com.

inspire. follow. like.
facebook.com/CharlotteHDD

@homedesigndecor_Charlotte

www.homedesigndecormag.com
Visit www.homedesigndecormag.com for additional photos from all of our feature homes and our local design resource guide.
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UNMATCHED
UNMATCHED COLOR.
COLOR. UNMATCHED
UNMATCHED QUALITY.
QUALITY.

COTSWOLD & SOUTHEND
COTSWOLD & SOUTHEND

Call, text or visit:
Call,
text or visit:
980-207-2164
980-207-2164
magnoliapaint.company
magnoliapaint.company

Color has a profound influence on a space and the people in it.
Color has a profound influence on a space and the people in it.
Magnolia Paint Company’s experts guide you through more than
Magnolia Paint Company’s experts guide you through more than
3,500 Benjamin Moore® colors and help you choose the right
3,500 Benjamin Moore® colors and help you choose the right
Benjamin Moore® paint products. We will help you make your
Benjamin Moore® paint products. We will help you make your
project—and your space— awe-inspiring.
project—and your space— awe-inspiring.
• At-Home or in-store color consultation
• At-Home or in-store color consultation
• An exclusive Century® paint distributor
• An exclusive Century® paint distributor

©2019 Benjamin Moore & Co. Benjamin Moore, Century, and the triangle “M” symbol are registered trademarks licensed to Benjamin Moore & Co. 5/19
©2019 Benjamin Moore & Co. Benjamin Moore, Century, and the triangle “M” symbol are registered trademarks licensed to Benjamin Moore & Co. 5/19

Making the most of staying at home.

•
•
•
•
•

Sophisticated, fashionable, yet comfortable interiors with YOU in mind.
Modern and transitional designs for your home or office.
No design fees with purchase.
Free local delivery.
Thank you for 24 years!

Furnishings They Need,

VALUES THEY NEVER EXPECTED.

furnishforgood.org

SISUHOMEDESIGNS.COM

INHERENT
POSSIBILITY
KITCHEN | BATH | HOME | OFFICE

Design Your Dream Kitchen...but Why Stop with just the Kitchen?
Customized Shea Plans on Your Homesite
SheaCustom.com | 704.602.3333

We offer:
From 400K to over $2 million | Homesite preparation and/or demo of existing home
Modern Design Studio provides thousands of on-trend options
Home Warranty | Large plan portfolio | Fixed Pricing Contracts
Sales: Shea Group Services, LLC DBA Shea Realty (NC: C21630; SC: 10424). Construction by Shea Custom, LLC (NC: 68244; SC: G116078). This is not an offer of real estate for sale, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, to residents of any state
or province in which registration and other legal requirements have not been fulﬁlled. Trademarks are property of their respective owners. Equal Housing Opportunity.

HOME DECOR

UPHOLSTERY

ARTWORK

WALLPAPER

LIGHTING

GIFTS

for style
that will add life
to your home
200 N. SHARON AMITY

|

CHARLOTTE, NC

COTSWOLDMARKETPLACE.COM

|

704.365.3331

FOR MODERN ENTERTAINERS WHO BELIEVE KITCHENS ARE A PLACE TO CONNECT, ENTERTAIN, AND CREATE, DACOR OFFERS
STUNNING TOOLS THAT DELIVER EXPERT INNOVATIONS, INTUITIVE TECHNOLOGY AND HANDCRAFTED DESIGN.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL 5.10.20 OFFER TODAY AT QUEEN CITY AUDIO VIDEO & APPLIANCES.

SIX CONVENIENT LOCATIONS: CHARLOTTE | PINEVILLE | MONROE | SALISBURY | MORGANTON

QUEENCITYONLINE.COM

